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historical portions only have been published by Sackur in the third
volume of the Libelli de Lite Imperatorum et Pontificum in the Monu-
menta Oermaniae. The new parts consist chiefly of a polemic against
the theological opinions of the disciples of Abailard and of Gilbert de la
Porre'e, whose tenets are somewhat unintelligently confounded. Mr.
Thatcher has not bestowed sufficient pains on the business of verifying
Gerhoh's references, even to familiar sources, such as the Quicunque vult.
Gerhoh quotes John of Damascus from the old version of Burgundio of
Pisa, not from the modern translation of Billius; had Mr. Thatcher
looked at the Greek he would have seen that Dominus, on p. 47, line 9
from foot, ought to be Dens. A reference to Boethius, De Trinitate,
i. 6, would have shown that ipsum on p. 65, lines 12 and 11 from foot,
should be idem. A citation from Maximus of Turin (p. 66) is verified
in St. Augustine, but no hint is given that the sermon in question is
wrongly assigned. Gilbert's commentary on Boethius is repeatedly
quoted by Gerhoh, but no attempt has been made to trace his citations.
The statement in a note on p. 77 that Adrian IV ' was the son of a
priest' is without authority; and to speak as in p. 78, n. 1, of the Maundy
Thursday ceremonies as performed ' on Good Friday, after the mass,' is to
show a strange ignorance of catholic usage. It is to be regretted that
frequent misprints, and faults in punotuation which often destroy the
sense, impose unnecessary obstacles to our appreciation of what is, after
all, a very interesting contribution to the controversial literature of the
twelfth century. B. L. P.

Dr. R. B. Sharpe's Calendar of Letterbooks preserved among the
Archives of the Corporation of the City of London, Letterbook B, c.
1276-1812 (London: printed by J. E. Francis, 1900), consists
chiefly of a record of recognisances. It illustrates, however, a variety
of matters dealing with the civic life and municipal government of
London in the thirteenth century, suoh as inquests upon curfew-
breakers and disorderly characters, walkers by night with swords and
bucklers; with four jurors of eaoh ward of the city to pronounce verdicts
upon oath. We may read of punishments assigned for dicing in taverns
after curfew; of millers drawn on hurdles to Newgate, and there re-
pleviahed for the peace of the lord the king; of the letter patent for the
holding of St. Botolph's fair; of the charter to the merchants of Douay.
quitting them of murages ; of the inquest of ' another' (i.e. unnatural)
death of William de Wodestoke, who for the purpose of his work impro-
vised a scaffolding out of a door and two boards, and ' the door revolving '
fell to the ground, and, ' so languishing, died,' and ' the door was
appraised at 8 pence; ' and of other matters great and small. The
editor, in his preface, gives an account of the chief historical conclusions
that may be drawn from the Letterbook : perhaps the most interesting is
the effort, renewed by the citizens without success from time to time,
to get the coroner under civic jurisdiction. It was not till the reign of
Edward IV that the king sold them the privilege for 7,000/. G. T. W.

Last year (vol. xviii. p. GO8) we noticed an inventory of the state archives
of Cagliari. We have now to welcome the appearance of a brief calendar
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of the local records from 1828 to 1720, by Dr. Michele Pinna, which is a
serviceable guide to their contents (Indice dei Documenti Cagliaritani del
regio Archivio di Stato dal 1328 al 1720. Cagliari : Meloni & Aitelli,
1908). N.

The sixth volume of the Calendar of Close Bolls for the reign of
Edward HI (London: H.M. Stationery Office, 1902) covers the years
1841-1848, and is chiefly valuable for the details it supplies as
to the king's inquiry into the conduct of his ministers in the former
year, and as to the finance of the period following his first costly
and unsuccessful campaign abroad. The heavy fines exacted from
his peccant officials in the various counties are in some cases recorded.
Those of Norfolk, for instance, only got off on payment of 5,000
marks. The wages of the commissioners who carried out the inquiry
were graduated according to their rank—2 marks a day for an earl,
20s. for a baron, one mark for a banneret, and ds. Sd. for a knight.
It is, however, in questions of taxation and finance that this volume will
be most useful to the historian. A broad thread of wool runs right
through it, and the king's obligations to the Bardi and other Italian
banking houses are piling up ominously. The most important item
outside the departments just referred to is a long petition in French,
enumerating the shortcomings of the English government in Ireland,
which appaars to be here printed (pp. 608-16) for the first time. Con-
sidering the vast amount of matter that Mr. Hinds has had to deal with,
errors are commsndably few. The seigneur d'Albret is not very recog-
nisable as the ' lord of le Breto' (p. 227), and we do not know why the
Mauleon of a document on p. 601 is identified in the index with Oh&tillon-
sur-Sevre. Llanton (p. 771) should, of course, be Llantony. The long
list of lands on pp. 121-2 might have been identified as those of Laurence
Hastings, earl of Pembroke. J. T,

Dr. Walther Rachel's Verwaltungsorg animation wtd Amterwesen der
Stadt Leipzig bis 1627 (Leipzig: Teubner, 1902) is a singularly laborious
study of German municipal administration in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries; but the narrow limits which Dr. Rachel has imposed upon
himself somewhat detract from the interest and importance of his work.
As if actuated by a dread of the bold generalisations of his master, Pro-
fessor Lamprecht, Dr. Rachel never leaves the plain, definite facts con-
tained in the Leipzig archives; and but for one casual mention of
Dresden and another of Nurnberg there is nowhere the least indication as
tojhow far the administrative regulations herein so minutely detailed are
characteristic of German towns as a whole. Not only has Dr. Rachel
restricted himself to Leipzig, but to one aspect of Leipzig municipal his-
tory. There is no account of Leipzig's internal or external politics, of
any struggles between Bath and Oemeinde, or between Leipzig and the
ruler of Albertine Saxony or the neighbouring Bitter. The book IB
entirely and exclusively a description of the formal administration of
Leipzig, of its municipal officers, its masons and carpenters, its town
clerks and mayors, its brick yards, its sheep walks, its mills, and its
weigh-houses. We are given exact details of how much and in what way
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